Redco™ Saw Blade Carrier
Prevent Injuries and Reduce Damage to Saw Blade Teeth

Redco™ Saw Blade Carriers are long lasting and ergonomically designed to prevent injuries to saw filers by allowing the saw blade to be carried safely and changed out from the saw without having to handle the blade.

Saw Blade Carriers also prevent any damage to the blade teeth during blade changes, saving maintenance costs and increasing production.

- Prevent Injuries
  Safely move saw blades
- Increase Saw Blade Life
  Decrease damage to blade teeth
- High Visibility
  Supplied in hi-viz safety yellow

To insert a blade you simply undue the clasp, carefully place the blade in the center of the ring, and wrap the ring around the blade and clasp.

- Steel pin latch
- Kraft pulp friendly
- Ergonomically correct
- Flex fit

Available Sizes: 16", 18", 20", 22", 24” & 26” (Custom sizes available)
Contact us for more information.
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*REDCO™ is a registered trademark of Redwood Plastics Corporation
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